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* APPROVED RULE CHANGES : EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY! *
EFFECTIVE DECEMBER 5, 2011
EXISTING RULE
C.6
(d)! !" Gennaker bag systems may be changed to allow for a retraction system of
"
optional design utilizing a take down line and patches on the gennaker.
NEW RULE
(d)! !" Gennaker bag systems may be changed to allow for a retraction system of
"
optional design utilizing a take down line, blocks, rubber or pvc tubes on the anti
"
hiking pad spectra and patches on the gennaker. The bag design is optional and
"
shall secure to the standard aluminum bracket without additional rollers or
"
fairings.
REASON:
To be more clear and speciﬁc as to what is allowed since the gennaker socks are
becoming more popular. !I can tell you after using one at the nationals it is much
easier to get the gennaker back into the boat.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------EXISTING RULE
C.7.1
(c)"
Non skid material of any kind may be added to the cockpit ﬂoor, foot pushes,
"
keel sump cover, and motor hatch only. Thickness shall not exceed 3mm.!
NEW RULE
C.7.1
(c)"
Non skid material of any kind may be added to the cockpit ﬂoor, foot pushes,
"
keel sump cover, deck and motor hatch only. Thickness shall not exceed 6mm.
!

REASON:
Foam, like on a paddle board deck, is the new preferred anti-skid for the cockpit
and it is typically 5mm to 6mm thick.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------EXISTING RULE
C.7.1
(i)"
The keel hull fairing plate may be made ﬂush and the perimeter ﬁlled but
"
fastening screws shall not be faired or ﬁlled.
NEW RULE
Move to section !C.6
(l)"
The keel hull fairing plate !may be made ﬂush with the hull. !The perimeter
"
seam and the seam behind the keel ﬁn may be ﬁlled with silicone, silkaﬂex, or
"
similar to ﬂush off. The silicone, silkaﬂex, or similar shall only ﬁll the gap between
"
the hull fairing plate and the hull. Fastening screws shall not be faired or ﬁlled. !
"
The keel hull fairing plate shall be supplied by MPS.
REASON:
To make it more clear that the stock hull fairing plate shall not be custom made
out of non stock material or super faired around the keel and hull.

